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About This Game

Dead Sea is an open-world, first-person survival game. It also contains elements of horror, adventure, and puzzle solving that
creates a hardcore gaming experience. The game is difficult but not overkill; surviving isn’t supposed to be easy. On your way

you will encounter many mysterious story, clues and puzzles leading to various paths that can be explored. Your main objective
is to overcome the harsh and brutal desert. Not only will we make a great game, we will make it an enjoyable experience for

everyone.

KEY FEATURES IN Early Access 0.5 *

The power of CRYENGINE with 4K resolution support.

A large desert containing mysterious and customizable assets.

Small, medium, and massive creatures with different agendas.

You will need your wits and guts to survive the harsh desert.

Day/Night system that affects the player directly.
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Random goals and missions.

Hidden and secret loot to search only for * Early Access 0.5 * version

DEVELOPMENT ROADMAP

Planned Key Features 

full Survival System.

[/h2]

3 main story-lines and the ability to choose paths.

Intricate crafting system.

More areas and locations on the map.

Co-Op Mode.

Each creature/monster will have its own life cycle and routine.

Giant bosses and several more creatures.

Save your progression by sleeping on the bed that is located in your camp. You will re-spawn to the nearest camp location when
you die.

Avoid starvation by hunting different animals. Eventually, you will acquire a skill to farm your own food.

Customized Vehicles
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Title: Dead Sea
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Phoenix Studio
Publisher:
KISS ltd, Phoenix Studio
Release Date: 25 Mar, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista SP1, Windows 7, Windows 8

Processor: CPU: Intel Core 2 Duo 2GHz, AMD Athlon 64 X2 2GHz or better (multi-core processor is strongly recommended)

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA series 400, Radeon HD 6000 Series or better (DirectX 11 minimum)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 6 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX®-compatible

English,Thai
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Dungelot is a fun minesweeper-esque game sprinkled with Dungeon Crawler elements.
https://youtu.be/7M63Gg-UTOY
The game does a good job and constantly throwing new stuff at you, to keep it from getting stale.
You start off by choosing a character. At first you only have one option, but will unlock more by progressing through the game.
Each character has their own attributes and skills to allow for variety in gameplay.

The gameplay itself is quite easy to get into. You click on a tile in the dungeon to uncover what is underneath it. Your main
objective is to find the gold key on that floor, and then go onto the next one. Each level will have a set number of floors you
need to complete without dying, in order to unlock the next level.

However, if you decide to stay on the floor and completely uncover the rest of the tiles, you will be rewarded by finding money,
loot and food. This is a kind of risk-reward type of scenario, because you run the chance of taking damage from more enemies
you might encounter.

You attack enemies by simply clicking on them, which will then have them return an attack onto you. The fighting can be
strategic if you want it to be. Making sure you have enough armour to protect your actual health, and using certain elemental
attacks to take advantage of enemies' weaknesses. There are even small details interesting details like using a bomb on certain
enemies will cause them to do damage to you, or bribing a greedy opponent with a certain coin will have them leave.
Randomizers like this keep the game interesting.

Occasionally, some floors will be a bit special. You might fight bosses, do a memory challenge, or have an opportunity to trade
at a store. You may either use your various found items throughout the dungeon, sell them, or salvage them to build up your
charge meter. In doing so, you have a higher chance of having a passive ability activate.

I should mention that the music is really great. It gets you into the world. The charming art style is nice too.

Overall, a really fun game with a lot of replayability. If you're into puzzle games like minesweeper, dungeon crawlers or
roguelites, then you'll enjoy this one!. Cute graphics, smooth animation, catchy music and most importantly - tight controls..
amazing simple game , really mind blowing and it's addictive. Possibly the most raw, unpolished, and unfit experience I've ever
rvrt had with an EA title. This "game" is simply not ready for players. No tool tips. Bare-bones animations. All your structured
float several feet off the ground. Poorly optimised. Nothing works as expected, or sometimes at all, and there is no instruction.
It's in a pre-alpha state at best.

Sorry guys, I've followed for a long time, but this is not good enough. Refunded.. https://youtu.be/8hDGDQQfFkw
OMG What a game very scary loved it. This is my game play.. Many things improve from Sparkle 2 Evo. Visual is good, Sound
is good (thought it make you sleepy sometimes), More quests, More parameter.

The stages are more challenge but enemy are fewer than Sparkle 2 Evo.

Ending make me little disappointed but still a good game.. Pretty decent game and I've already made my money back for buying
it on sale. Simple game, point and click. Good graphics very entertaining, and something to pass the time with.
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Unbelievably obtuse.

Use a guide.

Look for gold.

Tedious but lovable. Had a semi ♥♥♥♥♥♥ time.. Decent length, good writing for a game of this type, and the voice acting is
pure comedy gold. Worth buying just for that.. I love ths freakin game! beacause of its story and decisions it has humor,
drama,and a little action. I know its text baxed but its still really fun its worth every penny and dont let anyone tell you
otherwise.. Phenomenal Game. To start off I would like to mention I've spent years downhill mountain biking to anybody else in
the same shoes wondering about this game.

Gameplay: Instantly I felt full control over the bike, inertia and looseness. You feel a bit sloppy at first, but you'll pick it up, just
like riding a bike. The game features a rogue-like progression through a "season". You only get so much health before your
season ends and you start over. If you complete the boss "jump" level of its respective area you move on to the next
environment(level). You need to do this three times total to unlock the next environment permanently creating a really nice
paced progression. There is an open area for stunts featured as a lobby in between gameplay modes. 5\/5

Level Design: Procedural level keep things fresh and don't allow for speedrunning in multiplayer also keeping things fair.
Starting with the first area things are fairly mellow, but a great introduction into controlling your bike both downhill scrubbing
speed off carefully with burms or getting the perfect launches into the air and landing like a boss. As you make it to the second
area forward the difficulty curve steepens (pun intended). Yet feels like a fully welcomed challenge as you are now learning
how to slow your bike down from intense inclines to loose corners making you powerslide to the next setup. 5\/5

Diversity: Anything from bike, t-shirts or glove skins to a chicken helmet. You can customise pretty much anything, adding a lot
of replay-ability itself. As you move through your season you get to choose from a selection of different tracks depending on
your taste in downhill, stunts or a mellow burmed race. You can even end up being lucky enough to attempt a sponsor race
giving you off-road, downhill or stunt specialisations. 5\/5

Soundtrack: Absolutely amazing drum and bass soundtrack that fits the game's fast paced game play. It also becomes a
progression on it's own as the soundtrack will progress to a new set list every time you make it to a new environment. Keeping
things fresh yet familiar to each respective environment. 5\/5

Graphics: Nothing groundbreaking, but it looks great even at 4K resolution and the quality is to a standard that it doesn't break
immersion whatsoever. Experienced zero frame-drops period. Which is great right out of the box. 3.5\/5. Surprisingly not as
easy at it looks, and its simplicity is its biggest strength.

You're an unnamed soldier, apparently purging this building from the weird and dangerous mutants that infest it. You can carry
up to two weapons, and a couple of mines as well. Each floor (except the few last ones) contains a special item that can be
carried to one of the NPCs in the hub zone, and by doing this you get rewards.

The action's great, the enemies are varied, with some needing a few retries in order for you to figure out how to beat them
(instant death, no continues folks!), but it's short enough that you can push through the challenge and complete it.

It's free and functional, why not?. CRAP THEY MILK YOU FOR CASH, NOTHING ELSE.. Worth playing just for the Teddy
Bear.. This is a very good standing VR wave shooter! The orb throwing with shooting guns, works well for me. I like the hands
and arms. The enemies are pretty scary though are all modeled the same, though may be different colors. The music and sound,
and enviornments are nice.

Pros:
* well polished game
* hands, orbs, gun
* slow mo
* replayable
* tutorial
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Cons:
* only 3 rounds
* short experience
* throwing orbs with off hand or strong hand? it's odd to throw and shoot, at least at first

Note: my hours are not correct, as I played this game mostly with my Viveport Suscription.
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